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Ian’s Racing Preview - By Ian Hudson


Not Many Sleeps Before Cheltenham  

There is unlikely to be any turf racing in Britain this week so it could be just All-
Weather fare for the next few days. However, even tracks designed to race when it 
freezes elsewhere can’t do much about heavy snow in the stands and on the roads 
near the course. Cheltenham has not escaped the Beast from the East which means 
there’s a chance that the first day of the Festival a week on Tuesday will have soft 
going. 


The principle jumps meeting on Saturday is at Newbury but racing is unlikely to go 
ahead. The Cheltenham horses have now had their prep-races so trainers can only 
hope their entries don’t pick up any injuries. The Imperial Cup at Sandown next 
Saturday is often won by a horse that then runs at the Festival the following week. A 
horse could be well in after running above expectations at Sandown. There is a bonus 
for a horse winning the Imperial Cup and at Cheltenham a few days later. 


The Cheltenham Festival dominates National Hunt racing like no other single occasion 
dominates any other sport. There are 40 Grade 1 jumps races throughout the season 
and 13 of them take place over the four days of the meeting that matters most. The 
Festival has been known as the Olympics of jumps racing but we don’t have to wait 
four years from the end of one meeting to the beginning of the next. Native River 
could win the Gold Cup which is the most prestigious steeplechase in the world. 


Native River is more about stamina than speed so not at his best on a fast surface. 
The horse makes few jumping errors and keeps going at the end of a race when other 
runners cry enough. If it’s not soft the front-running style should set up the race for a 
fast finisher who is more about speed than resolutely staying on at the end of the 
race. The softer the going the better the prospects for Native River to win the big 
chase. 


Buveur D’Air will win the Champion Hurdle even if it was run in treacle. The horse is 
head and shoulders above the other leading contenders and looks just about 
impossible to beat. The other runners are racing for second place and there is some 
each-way value further down the betting. Bookmakers will not accept place only bets 
but some betting exchanges will accommodate this bet. My Tent Or Yours could be 
placed again but there could be some value in backing Wicklow Brave each-way. 


The Champion Chase has Altior’s name written on it but Douvan could still spoil the 
party. That horse is only given a 50-50 chance of running but if taking part the race 
would be one of the highlights of the meeting. Douvan has been absent through injury 
and Altior has been running like one of the best horses in training. 
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It’s difficult to see beyond the favourite but Douvan could shake up the race and 
deserves to take part after injury. However, the horse bombed last year in the 
Champion Chase, won by Special Tiarra. The race has a history of producing back-to-
back and multiple winners but the defending champion has too much to do. 


The Ryanair Chase has never been won by the O’Leary brothers who own many 
jumps horses but keep coming up short. The race has now superseded the stayers’ 
hurdle as the third day highlight due to more prize money. Ggginstown, the O’Leary’s 
stable, could benefit from a shock when one of their outsiders obliges but the more 
likely scenario is another win in the race for Un De Sceaux. All roads now lead to 
Cheltenham! 


You can be part of betting action by joining BetFan’s Cheltenham Special 2018 by 
Clicking Here.


Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Thank-You For The All-Weather 

All-Weather racing has its critics but this week it’s coming into its own. The Beast 
from the East has caused all the turf racing to be abandoned but today you can bet 
on fixtures on artificial surfaces. All-Weather racing is not everybody’s cup of tea but 
it’s creating betting office material in the absences of racing on grass. There is plenty 
of cartoon action in the shops but you can bet on real horses at these tracks.


Snow meant there was no racing of any kind in Britain yesterday so punters turned 
their attention to the Cheltenham Festival. The free bets and concessions are now 
appearing for the jumps meeting that matters most. The going looks like being good 
to soft on the first day and if that continues in the week NATIVE RIVER will be backed 
from the current price of 13/2 with Betfair to win the Cheltenham Gold Cup. 


The weights for the handicaps have now been announced so we can expect some 
plunges on horses that could be thrown in on the ratings. The Ultima Handicap Chase 
is the most open race on the first day and bookmakers go 10/1 the field. There could 
be an unexposed horse at the bottom of the weights but there are no mysteries about 
SINGLEFARMPAYMENT and the horse can be backed at 10/1 with Ladbrokes.


There is no inspection planned at Southwell this morning so we can assume the 
racing is going ahead but more snow would put the fixture at risk. It’s a Bumpers for 
Jumpers fixture which means it’s Flat races for National Hunt bred horses. The best 
horse racing is Charbel who was giving Altior a race when falling two out in the Arkle 
Chase at Cheltenham last year but you won’t get rich at the current price. 
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Bordeaux Bill has the best chase form of the four runners in the third race at 2.45pm. 
The horse has won a point-to-point and over hurdles and fences so today could 
complete the set. Nautical Nitwit is not far behind on ratings and has won four times 
over hurdles but marginal preference is for BORDEAUX BILL at 6/5 with William Hill as 
long as the Beast from the east does not intervene again. 
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